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Abstract: Nearly free electron like states (NFE) are counterparts of the image potential states floating
on the surfaces of low dimensional materials. The exotic nuclear scattering free transport associated
with them is realized extensively by both computationally and experimentally. These states exist as
unoccupied part of the band some eV above the Fermi level. But, it is possible to draw NFE states to
Fermi level either through chemical or electric imposed modifications. Unfortunately, in most cases
doping usually destroys nuclear scattering free transport of NFE states, or employs complex gate
systems. But this concept is now shifting to electride based design which remarkably resorts with two
dimensional electron gas in free space (2DEG-FS). This short review, gives a pardigm shift of NFE
states to 2DEG-FS with aid of theoretical designs and computational characterization.
Key words: Physical Chemistry; Nearly free electron states (NFE); Electride; Two dimensional
electron gas in free space (2DEG-FS).
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Nearly free electrons states (NFE) widely distributed in low dimensional materials[1] are
counterpart of the distinct image potential states floating on metal surfaces.[2] In graphene this part
of band remained unexplored in beginning; much consideration was given to the band structure in
vicinity of K-point with remarkable linear dispersion (figure 1a). The other much studied were
interlayer states in graphite, which imparts superconducting properties in alkali intercalated
graphite (AIGs) [3] .This part of band was extensively examined both by first principal ab intio
calculation[4] and experimentally through inverse photoemission spectroscopy [5] .Their presence is
now also well explained in fullerenes[6] and carbon nanotubes (CNT)[7]. The NFE states are found
to be persevered in hydrogenated graphene well-known as graphane [8] .Lu et al., with first
principal calculations investigated their subtle modification to chemical functionalization with
fluorine. Theoretical examination of these states at higher energy levels in graphene and graphane
nanoribbons reveled two discrete parts [9,10] .With reference to plane of nanoribbons these two
delocalize into two distinct regions. This is a special case of confinement. Other layered structure
now also thought to be possessing similar states, as in case with boron nitride[11] and
two-dimensional transitional metal carbides and nitrides now known as MXeens [12] .
The NFE states with delocalization and non-nuclear charge density[1] are thought to be ideal
candidates for high mobility applications in electronics. But unfortunately to draw the NFE states
down to Fermi level modification have to be performed through doping.[9] Methods proposed till
now either involve chemical doping with usually destroys the non-nuclear dispersion or complex
gates are involve for modification through electric field.[13]
Owing to significantly longer relaxation time[1], scientific community has great surge to
exploit these for nuclear scattering free transport channels at atomistic levels with very low
resistance and heat generation. Hydrogen chemical substitution is one of the possible method
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studied in case of graphane sheet, which show potential of gaining unique one-dimensional NFE
state close to the band edge [8] . But, tactlessly it is sensitive to precise adsorption pattern,
experimentally hard to achieve. The NFE states drop rapidly to any electron doping and in
graphane nanoribbons forms a mixture of two dictinct types of NFE states [10] .One is conventional
NFE-ribbon states, while other regarded as NFE-vaccum states are result of quantum confinement
between two nanoribbons. On the other side modification of NFE states in BNNT can give novel
electronic structure superlative for electron-field emissions applications[14] or modification of NFE
states in thin films of MoS2 gives opportunity to be exploited for superconductivity [15] .
Many models have been predicted through first principal calculations, with novel electronic
structures previously unexplored [10] . More recent progress made in field of electride materials[16]
has shifted the paradigm to intrinsically available free electron gas revealed in Ca2N electride.
Zhao et al., showed the free electron gas remains persistent in a mechanically stable
two-dimensional Ca2N monolayer. The two dimensional electron gas in free space (2DEG-FS) is
chemically highly reactive but study suggest, it could be preserved with graphane encapsulation
technique [17] . This opened a new opportunity to make use of this two-dimensional electron gas in
free space (2DEG-FS) practically in future generation of electronics. In this short review we
discuss progress made in esteems from unoccupied NFE states to intrinsically available 2DEG-FS
in new class of electride materials.

1 Nearly Free Electron Floating States.
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The presence of interlayer nearly free electrons states were first reported by Posternak et al.,
in the alkali-graphite intercalates (AGICs) [4] .It is now known the NFE states besides also occur in
other layered compound [1,12] .A few eVs above Fermi level, the states are orthogonallized and
show a free electron character in planes parallel to the layers. Experimentally, these states were
observed through angle-resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy [5] .The graphite monolayer
which ascertains NFE states persist even in the absence of the second layer (figure 1b) and
remains bound to monolayer through short range attractive potential [4,6,2] .Since, the realization of
graphite layered structure and molecular C60 clusters [18] ,the material science community remained
intensively motivated to explore experimentally accessible carbon nanostructures [19] .On the other
hand, the unoccupied band part of C60 clusters has been accessed through inverse photoemission
spectroscopy [20] .The availability of NFE states attracts interest of unique nuclear scattering free
transport channels at atomistic scale with low resistance and heat generation [10] . An initiative way
of taking advantage of these NFE states for transport properties is to fill these states with charge
carriers. For example, the NFE states hybridize with 4s orbitals of K and charge transfer take place
from K to CNT shifts Fermi level [21] .From the aforementioned interaction of K-atom with
CNT,[21] it was inferred that boron nitride nanotube (BNN) having NEF states at bottom of the
conductance band will cause conductivity at center of the tubule [11,22] . In case of graphane these
states drop rapidly in response to dipole moment created by hydrogen substitution form fluorine
on one side of the plane. The fluorine draws electron from graphane layer and creates dipole
moment which gives enough potential to draw the NFE states present on hydrogen side of
graphane down to band edge [8] . This sensitivity to any potential change is quite noticeable in NFE
states due to their strong delocalization, which gives them unique nearly free electron like
character. The designs made and studied on the bases of first principal calculations suggest, these
NFE states provide novel quantum confinement in spaces in between graphene and graphane
nanoribbons [9,10] .
All in all, previous studies propose two types of conductive bands; the anti-bonding π states
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and the NFE states generated by interlayer interaction having dispersion [7,23] .Investigation reveals
universal behavior of NFE states is evident to any electron doping that puts positive counter
charge somewhere far from plane which contains carbon atoms.[24] The NFE states can be filled at
interestingly low levels of doping,[9] strengthening more the interest for using as a nuclear
scattering free transport channel more desirable. The NFE states are quite sensitive to any type of
potential change in environment. Comparative study between polysilane and graphane also show
graphane to be allot more sensitive to chemical substitution of its hydrogen with fluorine [8] .These
states are distinctively divided into two parts when observed in graphene and its hydrogenated
form graphane nanoribbons [9,10] . The idea was to explore nature of these states at higher energy
level into vacuum. But, it was interestingly revealed that there exist two distinct band types and
with different delocalization patterns. The origin of these NFE states in graphene, along with how
these two types of NFE states observed in nanoribbons is explained in sub section given below.

100
Fig. 1 The electronic band structure of graphene, whereas red dot bands show lowest NFE image potential states
(a).[6] The charge probability densities of n up to 4 along corresponding effective surface charge potential of
graphene (b).[6]
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In metal, the surfaces experience different potentials compared to bulk case, which originates
from the generation of two distinct regions of electronic states. The two regions are classified as
intrinsic surface states and Image potential states [2] .These states are usually bound above the
surface forming a Rydberg-like series. Their role gets significance during long range molecular
interaction and charge transport [1,2] .More recent work carefully argues these interlayer states are
basically intersheet hybridization of lowest image potentials states [1,6] .This also explained
physical origin of more distinct superatom like molecular orbitals (SAMOs) in 0D hollow C60
molecules and analogue superatom like NFE states in 1D carbon nanotubes and boron nitride
nanotubes [1,7,6,25,26] .A special hybrid empirical potential was created to coincide with
self-consistent LDA at a distance at a distance ±zi above and below molecular sheet [1] . The
calculations performed within the framework of DFT can give a solution, which provides easy
classification on the basis of their principal quantum numbers “n”. The results show more
characteristic σ and π states for n = 1 and n = 2 solutions, for n = 3 and n = 4 more diffused
symmetric and anti-symmetric counterpart IP states were obtained which can characterized by
their non-nuclear delocalized density maxima (figure 1b) [1,6] .
The electronic band structure calculated for graphane show strong dispersion of unoccupied
band above and below the plane (figure 2a). This is due to noticeable share of NFE states in
unoccupied part of the electronic band structure [8] .The plane-wave first-principles calculations
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carried out on graphene nanoribbon revealed two perpendicular regions of dispersion giving rise to
two different levels of NFE states [9] . The origin owes to two different type of potential regions
created along the plane of nanoribbons. The plane of graphene nanoribbon creats a potential well
which keeps the NFE states with lower energy confined on surface. Ignoring atomic oscillation
these two types of NFE states are explained using Kronig-Penney potential[27] along the width of
graphene nanoribbon. The figure 2b shows the lower potential V1 corresponds to graphene
nanoribbon states, whereas the other higher energy states are found above potential V2 and
regarded as vacuum states. All in all the spatial distribution of these two levels of NFE states are
present in graphene nanoribbons. This spatial distribution of NFE states calculated through DFT is
similar to 1D Kronig-Penney potential shown in figure 2b. The difference in two types of NFE
states is also justified by their different dependency upon width of the nanoribbon and vacuum
level in between nanoribbons for NFE-ribbon and NFE-vaccum states respectively. Hence,
through DFT calculations and correlation to 1D Kronig-Penney potential model these NFE states
are confirmed to have different origin.[9] The NFE-ribbon states have same origin as that NFE
states in graphene, whereas NFE vacuum are consequence of quantum confinement. Graphane is
the hydrogenated form graphene, which also show two type of NFE states in graphane nanoribbon
same as that of graphene nanoribbon.[10] These states not as localized, show great sensitivity to any
n-type of doping which makes inquisitive intrigue to modify these states. This has triggered a lot
of interest in material science community to employ these states nuclear scattering free transport
channel. A lot of interest is to modify these states to from transport channels [8-10,28] with less
resistivity and heat generation, as these states are found to be promising as they show longer
relaxation time [23,24] .

Fig. 2 The electronic band structure for graphnae along with band charge density for unoccupied part of the band
(a). The small box on right show correlation between Kronig-Penney potential model to two type of NFE states (b).
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The modified electronic band structure along with band charge densities for doped graphene and graphane
nanoribbons (c, d). Blue lines are for NFE-vacuum states.[8-10]

2 Modification of NFE Floating States
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Now varieties of low dimensional materials with various topologies are known to shows NFE
states [1,4-7,11,12,15,22,23, 25,26] .Modification of these states and usage in electronic applications is
highly anticipated due to their unique quality providing of high relaxation time nuclear scattering
free transport channels at atomistic level for electronic applications [23] .Allot of work has been
carried out to achieve modifications of NFE states through doping [8-10,21] .In this section we
review how these states can be brought below to Fermi level and used as effective transport
channels. Intercalation with alkaline earth metals bring about downward shift in NFE states near to
Fermi energy level [4] and in case of C8K and C6Y are superconducting nature is achieved [23]
[29]
.Generally, the NFE band drops under universal electrostatic potential [24] , and these states are
sensitive to any applied gate voltage very close to layer or simple STM generated electric field
[30,31]
.This sensitivity continues only till the anti-bonding states (π*) get filled but steep drop
diminishes as NFE starts to get occupied [24] .
Chemical functionalization is a straight forward method for modification of chemical properties of
functional materials. First of its kind, Lu et al., carried out DFT study for electronic band opening
through chemical functionalization in 2D polysilane and grahane. In graphane clear charge
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dispersion can be observed in unoccupied part of the electronic band as shown in figure 2a. This is
due to occurrence of NFE character which is not observed in case of 2D polysilane [8] . This also
makes graphane more sensitive to any type chemical functionalization, as NFE states behave in
different compared to localized part of unoccupied bands. So, careful decoration of graphane can
provide useful method for modification of NFE states to Fermi level [8] .The NFE states are mainly
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sensitive to dipole difference created between planes of the decorated 2D graphane. The
magnitude of modification depends upon the percentage of surface modified with functional group,
as Lu et al., studied the case with fluorine-substituted graphane. So, a careful control of chemical
functionalization pattern gives opportunity to modify NFE states near band edge. This is an open
opportunity too, for new avenues in electronic applications with 2D materials.
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In graphene nanoribbons two different potential levels gives rise two types of NFE states
,which can be described by correlating to simple Kronig-Penney model. Further, similar two
distinct states were also perceived in graphane nanoribbons [10] .The NFE bands distribute between
two distinct regions and named accordingly. Their dispersion is either on the NR surface or in
vacuum present between neighboring NR as shown in figure 2(b, d) [9,10] .These states can be made
to drop rapidly at Fermi level at sufficiently low doping levels, width of NR also play a role.[9] The
NFE-vacuum states are more easily occupied [9] but it behaves somewhat different in graphane NR
as compared to graphene NR. These states tend form a mixture with NFE-ribbon states in
graphane as the figure 2d shows [10] .The NFE-vacuum bands are considered ideal for forming
transport channels along the NR supperlattice. The NFE-vacuum states can also be modified by
electric field application, and the width of ribbon strongly determines the critical electric field
required for electrons inject.[13] In quest to achieve non-nuclear NFE states Zhao et al., proposed
CNT sandwich BN composites. The aim was to design NN-NFE states channel for long range
ballistic transport. Usually, NFE character lies above frontier orbitals[6] so a modification is
important to achieve stable NFE band. A transverse potential-well can be generated by imposed
[9]
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coulomb barrier and insulation via BN sheet for confining NN-NFE channel [28] .These possible
modifications inspired material science community to explore other layered structures. Inorganic
transition metal dichalconides, MoS2 also offer opportunity of much less explored NFE floating
states. The NFE states present in MoS2 thin films found to cross Fermi level at electron density
0.81 x 1014 cm−2.[15] These states can transport injected charge carriers under strong electric field,
similar to GICs, GNRs.[15] All, this exceptional properties associated with NFE states keeps
material science community interested to employ these states in nanoelectronic devices [12] .More
recent experimental achievements[16] and theoretical model predictions[17] are shifting this
paradigm to non-nuclear floating electron gas in two dimensional free space. This forms in
Layered electrides like dicalcium nitride (Ca2N)[16] without resorting to n-type doping. As, already
potential applications like ideal anodic material for Na-ion batteries have been proposed [32] .The
scientific community is interested to explore stability and properties of these futuristic molecular
electride structures. The computational design and characterization play an important role to make
such molecular electrides a reality [33] .

3 Intrinsic 2DEG-FS at Fermi Level
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The challenge associated with NFE to be used as effective transport channel relies on n-type
doping of these states. Discussed in the previous section tuning of these states can be done either
by chemical doping[3] or electric field application through complex gate structures [15] .The
discovery of Ca2N layered electride with anionic electron layer in between Ca2N+ cationic slabs[16]
has shifted the paradigm to materials with intrinsically 2D electron gas available in free space.
Electrides are special class of materials in which electrons behave as anion. This special class was
previously limited only to confined cavities [34,35] . But recent breakthroughs have allowed insights
to new layered crystal electrides with anionic electrons confined in between cationic slabs [16,36] .
This inspired to carry out a high-throughput ab initio screening of over 34000 in the Material
Project[37] to identify 2D electrides [38] .From stability point of view three nitrides (Ca2N, Sr2N and
Ba2N) and transition metal carbide (Y2C) were found promising candidates for electronic
applications.
These layered electride materials provide intrinsic non-nuclear electron gas below Fermi
level. From point of view of previously explored unoccupied NFE states this looks to be ideal
alternative. The NFE states have to be drawn down to Fermi level by some type of doping method.
The crystal Ca2N and Y2C have been realized both by density functional theory and
experimentally to possess delocalized 2D electron gas trapped in between cationic slabs for which
there chemical formula can be expressed [Ca2N] + e- and [Y2C]+1.8 1.8e- respectively. [16,36,39] Due
to shrinkage of electronic devices it is highly desirable to achieve such electron delocalization at
nanoscopic level. The layered structures provide luxury of easier fabrication and processing
compared to conventional cavity confined electrides. In a recently proposed idea based on DFT
studies done by Zhao et al., strongly suggestion is that these layered electrides can provide
opening of electron delocalization at atomistic level. Through phonon dispersion band structure
and molecular dynamics simulation it is now well established that Ca2N monolayer is dynamically
stable and can exist well above 300K [17] .The electronic structure of Ca2N monolayer shows
partially filled band crossing Fermi level with a large in plane band dispersion as shown in figure
3a (red line) [17] .The partial charge density analysis at Г point indicates clear delocalization of
electrons above and below the monolayer plane also shown in figure 3a. In real space the
localization of electron can be powerfully described by electron localization function [40] .It is a
scalar function with values between 0 to 1. A value of 0 is indication of high probability to find
-6-
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electrons with same spin whereas 0.5 value tallies to homogenous electron-gas like probability [33]
The figure 3a also shows ELF for Ca2N and [Ca2N]+ monolayer and cationic slab. The ELF
in .figure 3a not only shows a clear ionic bonding between delocalized anionic electrons but also
delocalization ELF disappear completely if valance electrons are removed ([Ca2N]+) [17] . In
principal this 2DEG-FS provides unique nuclear-scattering free transport channel, which can be
employed for unique improved mobility in materials at nanoscopic level [17] .Unfortunately,
irrespective of the monolayer stability shown through MD and mechanical analysis [17] ,it is a
highly active chemical which hardly survives ambient environment. So, a sufficient shielding is
required for such materials to be made practical and one such way is to sandwich Ca2N monolayer
between graphane [17] .Fortunately, graphane is ideal candidate for this encapsulation and
preservation of 2DEG-FS. The DFT computational analysis done by Zhao et al., show that
graphane sheets show negligible binding energy and charge transfer between Ca2N monolayer and
graphane. A fairly high carrier concentration was calculated for Ca2N monolayer, with an effective
mass of 1.44me at Fermi level. The me is mass of free electron. This is novel property due to
availability nuclear scattering free transport channel. The Ca2N monolayer show high value of
mobility [17] . In other cases it’s rare to achieve such results, since at nanoscopic level even
electron-electron interaction could be significant. The other from transition metal family is Y2C. In
which electronic structure is critically influenced by d orbital valence electrons [36] . It is typical
rare-earth carbide with crystal structure similar to that of Ca2N (anti-CdCl2). The theoretical
investigation revealed critical coexistence of localized d-valance electrons with anionic electrons,
hence shifting its character to semi-metical and also imparting paramagnetism [36] . This is a
contrast to almost-free electron like 2D electride alkali earth metal Ca2N [16] . The unique band
structure with a hole and electron like bands can be seen in figure 3b below. This contrast from
Ca2N is due to Y2C fully occupied[41] valance band compared to half occupied in Ca2N [16] . This
full occupied band shift Ef high which results in small electron transfer indirectly into higher
energy band as shown in figure 3b. This starts behaving like hole band (blue) and higher energy
band act as electron-like band (red) figure 3b [36] . More recent report on surface states of transition
metal carbides and nitrides, so called MXeens also have NFE character and present near Fermi
level [12] . Visualization of ELF of Hf2C(OH) show an ELF = 0.4 for partially occupied NFE states
as shown in figure 3c. Unfortunately, this localization disappears completely on implementation of
other layers structures like graphene, boron nitride or even graphane. But, nevertheless NFE states
prediction in MXeens, 2DEG-FS in Ca2N and semimetal behavior of Y2C with low work function
encourages more examination for taking full advantage of such states in surface engineering.
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Fig. 3 Band structure of Ca2N monolayer with red lined band showing 2DEG-FS (a). The red line band
decomposed charge density at Г point with a maximum of 0.0614e/Å3 along with ELF map of Ca2N and [Ca2N]+
slabs with scale bar from 0 at low and 1 for high respectively (a).[17] Band structure with hole type (blue) and
electron type (blue) along with total and projected DOS for Y2C, Fermi energy taken as zero with electron density
map and ELF on (11 0)H plane respectively (b). The ELF map for Hf2COH above and below the plan (c) [12,36] .

4 Conclusion
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The interlayer states crucial fragment of graphite and GICs electronic band structure are
formed by overlapping lowest NFE state (n = +1), unoccupied part of graphene band structure.
The NFE states resolve into super-atom like orbitals observed in low dimensional C60 fullerenes
and CNTs. The states provide non-nuclear delocalized electron transport channels, demonstrated
to be ideal for electronic applications with different models. The NFE state mixing with orbitals of
alkali dopant impart superconductivity. To be made practical, the states modify on n-type doping,
which shift them downward to Fermi level to be effectively filled. Either chemical doping or
electric field can do the job. But unfortunately, chemical doping usually destroy nuclear free
transport ability. The states play crucial role in electron field emission applications, as in case of
BNNT.
With understanding of anionic electrons present in between [Ca2N]+ cationic slabs in Ca2N
electride, new avenue has opened for material science community. The monolayer model with
2DEG-FS proposed by Zhao et al., can be ideal for nuclear scattering free transport. This may
considerably improve mobility in low dimensional materials. Other materials like Y2C and
MXeens also show promising results, stimulating material science community to expand more
theoretically into these layered electrides with novel electronic structure and achieve
-8-
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experimentally practical future. With its development of new applications will be accomplished.
Thus, the NFE states along with 2DEG-FS are to play crucial role in future nanoscience and
material engineering.
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从近自由电子态到悬浮二维电子气
SM Ghulam Abbas，赵宋焘，李震宇
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（中国科学技术大学, 合肥微尺度物质科学国家实验室, 合肥 230026）
摘要：近自由电子态起源于低维材料表面的悬浮镜像势，理论计算和实验均证实了它有着新
奇的非原子核散射的输运特性。近自由电子态是未占据态，总是会比费米能级高出几个电子
伏，虽然可通过化学掺杂或电学控制的方法使其能量降低，但要么是破坏了体系原有的非原
子核散射特性，要么就是需要引入复杂的电学门结构。最近，近自由电子态的概念被拓展到
了电子阴离子化合物体系，并理论上实现了悬浮的二维电子气。这个综述基于理论设计和计
算表征，总结了从近自由电子态到悬浮二维电子气的范式转变。
关键词：物理化学；近自由电子态；电子阴离子化合物；悬浮二维电子气
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